Calculate

s, "to compute, to estimate by mathematical means," from Latin calculatus, past participle of
calculare "to reckon, compute," from calculus (see calculus). Definition of calculate for
Students. calculated; calculating. 1: to find by adding, subtracting, multiplying, or dividing:
compute.
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Calculate definition, to determine or ascertain by mathematical methods; compute: to calculate
the velocity of light. See more.(transitive, mathematics) To determine the value of something
or the solution to something by a mathematical process. Calculate the square root of 3 to 10
decimal places. (intransitive, mathematics) To determine values or solutions by a
mathematical process; reckon.Percentage Calculator is a free online tool to calculate
percentages. What is % of ? %. is what percent of? %. What is the percentage
increase/decrease from to.A calculation is a deliberate process that transforms one or more
inputs into one or more results, with variable change. The term is used in a variety of
senses.calculate definition: to judge the number or amount of something by using the
information that you already have, and adding, taking away, multiplying, or
dividing.Definition of calculate - determine (the amount or number of something)
mathematically, intend (an action) to have a particular effect, suppose or believe.Calculate
Linux Desktop is a complementary solution for the Server and together they provide important
features like roaming profiles and centralized software.The expression used as the first
parameter is essentially the same as a measure. The following restrictions apply to Boolean
expressions that.Calculate by QxMD provides free decision support tools and medical
calculators for web, iOS, Android and Windows.Calculate by QxMD contains s of free
decision support tools and medical calculators for web, iOS, Android and Windows.Is
something on sale, advertised at "so much" percent off? How much is it going to cost? This
page will show you how to find out.Read reviews, compare customer ratings, see screenshots,
and learn more about Calculate by QxMD. Download Calculate by QxMD and enjoy it on
your.Free time card calculator calculates your daily hours and lunch breaks on a convenient
weekly online timesheet.Calculate your debt-to-income ratio and find out what it means when
you prepare to borrow.The Age Calculator can determine the age or interval between two
dates. The calculated age will be displayed in years, months, weeks, days, hours, minutes.
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